
FEEDBACK on SAI-MUN DUBLIN 2014 
 
 
 
Why was it worth partecipating to the SAIMUN? List 3 reasons and explain 
1 Improving the ability with the English language. 
2 Understanding how an ONU debate works. 
3 Meeting people from other countries.  
 
What were the drawbacks of SAIMUN 2014? List them and explain 
In my opinion SAIMUN 2014 was a great experience, so I can’t find any drawbacks. 
 
Were Dublin and St Andrew’s college a good location for SAIMUN? Yes/no, why? 
Yes, the rooms and the division of the committees were well organized.  
Also, Dublin is a beautiful place. 
 
Would you recommend this experience to others? Why?/Why not? 
Yes, I would. Partecipating to SAIMUN is the best chance to meet people of different 
countries and cultures and also to increase the knowledge of English.  
 
 
Was the preparation to SAIMUN effective? Mention cooperation with FRI.SA.LI 
schools,too. 
Yes, it was. Studying carefully the situation of the country you represent before the 
SAIMUN  official debate is necessary to be an effective delegate. Some simulations of 
debates were very useful, too. The cooperation with other schools increased my ability to 
communicate and find an agreement with delegates from other countries. 
 
If SAIMUN has been a significant experience in your life, define your new attitude to 
English, foreign policy, cooperative work, life projects. 
My attitude to foreign policy and cooperative work has changed, in fact now I understand 
that finding an agreement with other delegates isn’t so easy. Every country has its own 
needs, economy, traditions and situations that every other delegate must understand to 
cooperate successfully. 
 
 
 
Mezzavilla Simone 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



FEEDBACK on SAI-MUN DUBLIN 2014 

 

Why was it worth partecipating to the SAIMUN? List 3 reasons and explain 

1 During the SAI-MUN you meet lots of people from all around the world and it's great to talk and 
have conversations with teenagers of other countries.  

2 During the SAI-MUN the official language is English so this experience helps you to improve the 
language by having debates and discussing and lots of important arguments. 

3 During the debates at the SAI-MUN the arguments talk about problems of this days and the 
students have to search and think about solutions to this problems and this is important so the 
young people realize about the problems of now days and think of solutions about them. 

What were the drawbacks of SAIMUN 2014? List them and explain 

1 The only drawback I found about this experience was that the meetings and the debates were 
very long and tiring even though you could exit the room at all time if you need a little break. 

Were Dublin and St Andrew’s college a good location for SAIMUN? Yes/no, why? 

Dublin is a really beautiful city with lots off attractions to visit and the hotel were we had the 
meetings was really spacey and with lots of rooms. Saying so I think that Dublin was a perfect 
location for the MUN. 

Would you recommend this experience to others? Why?/Why not? 

I would really recommend this experience to others because it's a useful way to practice the 
language by talking of important and difficult topics and it's great to meet new people and discuss 
with them. 

Was the preparation to SAIMUN effective? Mention cooperation with FRI.SA.LI schools,too. 

The preparation was really effective: first we practice at Malignani by writing and talking about 
resolutions than we met the students of Cividale with who we exchanged ideas and this helped to 
improve the resolutions.  

If SAIMUN has been a significant experience in your life, define your new attitude to English, 
foreign policy, cooperative work, life projects. 

I think English is a very important language and essential for the future and thanks to this 
experience I improved my language and I learned that it's also important to know what happens 
not only in your country but even in the others. During the SAI-MUN the cooperative work is 
essential and I really liked to talk and exchange ideas with other students. I found this experience 
really interesting and I would really like to repeat it even the next year! 
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